
President report 10/9/23
● Investigation update
There is one major piece left to finalize for the detectives report to the attorney. I am trying to
help facilitate this last major piece. Once and if I am able to complete this piece ECE PTO will
have submitted all information to the detective for charges to proceed. At that time he will go
over the information provided and present it to the county attorney.

● Apex
- So far we raised an ESTIMATED $47,593 with a few more donations still trickling in and we
will have the official final donation amount from Apex this week.
- We had lots of volunteers who helped out at the fun run and I would like to give a big thank
you to everyone that came out to watch and to the volunteers who made this event
awesome.

Now Renae is going to go through the number

● Renae explain breakdown of the Apex % profit model
-We have a few parents inquiry about the % Apex
-Elm Creek gets 55% profit of funds raised (52% is base and 3% is loyalty) 45% is
Apex profit
-The profit Apex made pays for 3 staff members of the Apex Leadership Team to be
onsite 10 days to:

-Teach kids lessons in the classrooms, sets up and tears down the fun run, supplies
prizes and shirts for staff and kids, they also set up and cover cost for classroom parties
(such as pizza, ice cream and popcorn)

- Get kids and teachers motivated to go home and fundraise.
-We have had a few parents suggest we do the fun run on our own or through other companies.
If you would like to write up a proposal by Friday we are open to new ideas.

-Please take into consideration the number of extra volunteers that would be needed and cost
of extras when writing up proposals.


